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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2548-“I thought I could predict everything in the 
universe after mastering Zwei Arithmetics and I would be the first Heavenly 
Overlord in all of Leila. However, I didn’t expect you to be the one to achieve 
this. The world is always changing and so unpredictable,” Sylvio said in a 
daze. 

For thousands of epochs, he had been studying how to take the final step to 
become a Heavenly Overlord. 

Based on Zwei Arithmetics’ collected information and deduction, a conclusion 
was finally drawn. 

Leila would give birth to a powerful Heavenly Overlord in this generation. 

Sylvio always thought it would be him, and that the Robotias and the Soul 
Devourers joining forces to invade Leila was a test for him. 

As long as he could survive this disaster successfully, he could take the final 
step to become a Heavenly Overlord after gathering all of Leila’s luck. Then, 
he could move unhindered in the universe and all realms. 

Unexpectedly, Lufian was one step ahead of him. 

Sylvio did not know how Lufian did this. 

All he knew was that a Heavenly Overlord had been born in Leila, so it would 
be challenging for a second one to appear in a short time. 

In other words, he would continue to be trapped in his current state for 
countless years. 

“Sylvio, I don’t want to talk to you about this now, but I will ask you one last 
time. Where is Elora?” Lufian asked. 

“Lufian, do you think that if you showed your strength as a Heavenly Overlord, 
I would be pressured to reveal Flora’s whereabouts? You’ve underestimated 
me. Lufian, no matter how strong you are, I will not tell you because she will 
not meet a small chance encounter. It will affect her future so I can’t let you 
destroy it.” Sylvio sternly refused Lufian. 



The stronger Lufian was, the less he dared tell him. 

Because the stronger the strength, the more serious the consequences would 
be once he learned the truth. 

Although Elora was a woman, she was soft on the outside but strong on the 
inside. 

Once she had made up her mind about something, she would not change her 
mind easily. 

It would not change even if Lufian became a Heavenly Overlord. 

If she said she did not like it, she did not like it. 

Forcing her would be counterproductive. 

Once the time came for Elora to stand opposite Lufian, it would be hard to 
imagine what Lufian would do. 

Sylvio knew Lufian too well. 

He only cared about one person from beginning to end, and that was Elora. 

If he lost Elora, Lufian would no longer be Leila’s guardian, and he might even 
bring disaster to the whole of Leila. 

He could have the idea of destroying the world in a fit of anger. 

At that time, who could stop him? 

It was only a matter of time before a Heavenly Overlord wanted to destroy 
Leila. 

“Sylvio, are you really going to force me? You know I don’t want to fight you!” 
Lufian had a look of pain on his face. 

He was forcibly suppressing the anger in his heart. 

This was the repercussion of the successful fusion of the dual souls. 

“Lufian, can’t you be considerate of Elora? She needs to face this alone now. 
Once you go to her, the ending will be rewritten.” 



“I don’t care! Now that I can control everything with my own hands, why 
should I listen to the arrangements of fate? If Elora loses her chance 
encounter, I will help her get it back ten times or a hundred times more. 
Sylvio, I have given you several chances today, but since you refuse to 
cherish them, you can’t blame me.” 

Lufian gritted his teeth and insisted on finishing the sentence. He was finally 
unable to suppress the anger in his 

heart anymore. 

Boom! 

A violent energy burst out from his body and swept toward Sylvio. 

Even though Sylvio resisted with all his strength, he was like a boat in a storm 
that might capsize at any time. 

This was even from Lufian showing him some mercy. 

There seemed to be only a thin line between partial Heavenly Overlord and 
real Heavenly Overlord, but they were very different. 

The two were not at the same level at all. 

 


